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The New York Digital Salon has been organized in an effort to establish a
regular venue for the exhibition of computer art in New York City. The computer
has already had a profound impact on television, cinema, and graphic design.
Photography is currently being transformed from an art form based on chemistry
to one based on computation. The new arena of interactive multimedia is
burgeoning as telephone and cable companies merge to create high bandwidth
networks that will deliver interactive services to the home. All this activity signals
a fundamental paradigm shift in human communication. The conduits of culture
are migrating from passive analog media broadcast out of competitive centers
of power to interactive digital media globally networked to a collaborative
population.
Computers offer all artists radically new ways of creating and exhibiting their
work, and the resources of digital technology have only begun to be tapped.
In establishing the New York Digital Salon, we hope to foster experimentation
and exploration on the digital frontier by providing a forum for the exhibition and
discussion of the new work. It is our hope to contribute to humane and innovative
applications of the technology.
This inaugural exhibition has the added distinction of being curated on the
computer. A virtual counterpart to the real gallery was modeled using readily
available software and hardware. Works selected by the “blind” jury were then
scanned into the computer. This allowed much of the curatorial work to be
accomplished quickly and easily. By placing and adjusting works in a virtual
gallery, the curator is able to try out various hanging arrangements without
hefting physical objects. Different alternatives are rendered on the computer
screen to preview how they would look in the gallery. Our experiment may inspire
museums and galleries to investigate prospects for computer-aided curation in
their own venues. It also raises profound questions about how best to exhibit and
view work created in a digital environment. This is one of the major challenges
facing artists and audiences alike in a society whose fabric is interwoven with
computer and telecommunication technologies.
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Creating the Virtual Art Directors Club Gallery
Given the task of curating the ﬁrst New York Digital Salon art show to be held at
the Art Directors Club in New York December 6-17, it only seemed natural that
a computer should be used to assist in the process. The idea was that a replica
of a gallery would be created using a 3D modeling system and the art would be
scanned, texture mapped and placed in the gallery for the process of curating the
show.
The ﬁrst step was to gather all the data needed to build an accurate scale model.
This involved several trips to the gallery. The ﬁrst trip was a scouting mission to
determine the appropriateness of the space and to record various details about
the gallery. Several photographs were taken as well as a camcorder video.
From these images a plan was made to take measurements of all the critical
dimensions, i.e. the length and height of the walls of the gallery, the architectural
details, lighting placement and any other physical objects that would be important
in recreating the gallery. The process was begun from the entrance and then
moved around the space.
From this data, a series of architectural sketches were drawn of the gallery.
These included a top, side, and front view of the gallery. Incorporated into these
sketches were the actual dimensions of the space. At this point, the data was
ready to be put into the computer.
The hardware and software for this project are an IBM PC compatible computer
and Autodesk 3D Studio. The computer is a 66mHZ machine with 16 MB of RAM,
a 340 MB hard disk and SGVA graphics. It also has a Targa 32 + graphics card
and a RGB monitor. This combination was chosen due to the software features
of using dimensioning, ease of texture mapping and speed of the computer for
rendering of images.
The ﬁrst step in building the computer model was to set up a grid and to set the
dimensions in architectural units. Once this was done, the model was entered
using the top view ﬁrst. By building the model from the top, it could be extruded
to the correct height of the walls. In addition, there were other details that were

planned to be added later. The top view of the model was then extruded to give
the gallery dimension.
At this point a camera was created so that one could see and move around the
gallery. Lights were added to match the actual lighting conditions of the gallery.
Omni lights were added to mimic the overhead lighting and spot lights were used
to light the walls where the artwork would be placed. The ambient light level was
also adjusted to match the time of day and the light coming in from the windows.
Additional architectural details were also added at this point. Several test renders
were made from different points in the gallery for the purpose of reﬁning the
model. Once this process was completed, the virtual gallery had been created. It
should be mentioned that render time was also an issue. The model was made
as accurate as possible to match the actual space, but intricate details such as
scrollwork around columns, interior moldings and grills were not included. These
details were not considered essential for the curation of the show and enabled
the render time to be kept at about 2-3 minutes per image.
The next step in the process was to scan in the art for the show. Once the show
had been judged, the 35 mm slides were scanned in using a Leaf slide scanner.
They were brought in at 72 dpi in 16 bit color which gave a ﬁle size of about
350-600K per image. Given that there would be many works of art, memory
management of the database was an issue. The works could have been brought
in at a higher resolution, but the hard disk memory would have become very
large and the render time would have increased signiﬁcantly. The ﬁle size chosen
allowed a relatively accurate representation of each piece.
Once the virtual gallery had been built and the work scanned in, the process of
curating the show was begun. Another trip was made to the gallery to conﬁrm
what the actual space looked like. A list of the pieces and their descriptions and
dimensions was brought along to help come to some early decisions as to where
each piece would be placed. From this point, the computer was used to view the
work and place it in the gallery.
Bruce Wands, Curator

